Introduction to Social Entrepreneurship

Ent6506 (section 085E) - Intro to Social Entrepreneurship
Spring 2017, Mod 4, meeting T/R 5-6th (11:45am-1:30pm) in Hough 250

Instructor: Kristin E. Joos, Ph. D.
Office: 133 Bryan Hall (CEI)
Office Phone: 352-273-0355
Office Hours: TBA and by appointment, email me to request a meeting
Email: kristin.joos@warrington.ufl.edu

Class Web page: http://www.kristinjoos.com/teaching/spring17/ent6506/
TA:TBA ENT6506, TA@warrington.ufl.edu

The course will consist of lectures, readings, films, original research by students, and case discussions, all of which are intended to provide students with the most engaging (and exciting) learning experience possible. The range of topics to be discussed is quite broad, from venture philanthropy and unique social enterprises to sustainability by decreasing their waste/environmental impact & enhancing the quality of life in their community – while providing an outstanding product or service to their customers.

The ventures created by social entrepreneurs can be non-profit, for-profit, or an innovative hybrid of the two. What distinguishes social entrepreneurs is their unrelenting dedication to achieving their “mission” (rather than measuring their success by their financial bottom-line). They are working to create positive social change, fostering economic and social equality, and ensuring human rights in our local community and across the world. This involves a commitment to sustainability by decreasing their waste/environmental impact & enhancing the quality of life in their community – while providing an outstanding product or service to their customers.

Today’s social entrepreneurs find themselves at a critical juncture. In order to thrive in a corporate world, they must integrate traditional business management principles with their philanthropic goals to create more effective and innovative social organizations. And many for-profit corporations are realizing that customers are increasingly expecting and demanding sustainably & ethically sourced products and fair & conscientious operating practices. We will take a look at the many different ways social ventures have evolved to balance the expectations and desires of their board of directors, employees, volunteers, providers of funding, and ultimately and perhaps most importantly—the customers.

The purpose of this course is to provide students with an introduction to the major opportunities and challenges facing social entrepreneurs and their ventures. Social entrepreneurship’s rapid emergence over the past decade has coincided with the rise of information technology that has given individuals more power now than at any point in history. The social entrepreneurs’ question is simple: How can we use that power to make a positive, lasting contribution to society?

The course will consist of lectures, readings, films, original research by students, and case discussions, all of which are intended to provide students with the most engaging (and exciting) learning experience possible. The range of topics to be discussed is quite broad, from venture philanthropy and unique social enterprises to pressing social issues and innovative solutions (we’ll talk about CSR, BCorps, L3Cs, calculating SROI, impact investing, and much more). In addition, students will have an opportunity to meet with several social entrepreneurs, learn about specific social issues, and volunteer as consultants with local nonprofit organizations, community agencies, and startup social ventures.

Ultimately, we hope to both empower and inspire you to, as Minor Myers Jr. said, “Go into the world and do well. But more importantly, go into the world and do good.”

Class Requirements and Evaluation Criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Possible Points</th>
<th>FINAL Grade</th>
<th>Total Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assignments (8 will be submitted, 20 pts each, drop lowest one, count best 7)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>282 and above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions (8 will be posted, 3 points each, drop lowest one, count best 7)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>270-281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential Learning Consulting Team Projects Proposal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>264-269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Class participation
In addition to attending class, please come prepared to engage with the material and to participate in the class discussion. Before class you should complete the readings and think critically about their application to the topic of the day. On days when we have guest speakers, you should review any background materials provided and think about questions or issues you would like them to address. You are expected to actively participate in class discussion, express your perspectives and listen carefully to the views of your classmates. We expect for your contributions to build on or respond to the readings and lectures and make links to materials and lessons from other courses and current events.

Assignments
We are looking for detailed, thorough, thoughtful responses, including accurate information (when applicable) on all work submitted. The assignments will be submitted via Canvas on the due date & time listed below. You must paste your work into the assignment form on Canvas rather than send as an attachment. If you would also like to add an attachment (in order to preserve important formatting) please save as .doc or .rtf, not .docx. we can not accept .docx format documents. You will not receive a grade if your work is not pasted in to the Canvas submission form. We will count your 7 best Assignment grades, dropping the lowest one. Late work will be accepted only in extenuating circumstances (with the exception of the extra credit, which must be submitted on time), all late work must be turned in by 8pm Friday April 14.

Format: All work for this class (Assignments, Reading Questions, etc.) should be well organized, professional, and proofread--using grammar and punctuation properly. Assignments should be single-spaced, in 10-12 point arial or times new roman font, with margins of 1" or less. Note that newer versions of Word default to 1.15 line spacing, please change that to 1.0.

Assignment 1: What's your story?: Due 9pm Thurs. 3/2 – 20pts (okay to submit late if you add the class during drop/add), this assignment is not submitted in Canvas, instead, you’ll submit it here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ENT6506_Assignment1

Assignment 2: Due 11am Tues. 3/14 - 20pts
Choose a NGO (Non-Governmental Organization) which is based in and serves a developing nation in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, or Latin America. You may work together with ONE other student on this assignment and each student must submit their work in Canvas (partners can submit identical assignments, be sure to list both of your names at the top of the assignment).
- Describe the mission and goals of the organization you selected
- Include how the agency is funded, summarize its budget, and review its operating structure
- Describe the population served by the agency (be specific-- use numbers AND descriptors)
- Discuss the social issue the agency addresses and the impact it makes (again, use both numbers & descriptors)
Compile this information. Note that you may need to research beyond the organization’s website in order to fully answer these questions. You may need to request a copy of their annual report, or call and speak to a representative, or find objective information on a listing like Guidestar.org.
See these links for lists of possible NGOs (or select one of your choosing, but remember that the organization must be both based in and serve a developing nation in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, or Latin America):
http://www.idealist.org
http://www.ngo.org/links/index.htm
http://www.gdrc.org/npo/ngo-databases.html
http://www.un.org/esa/coordination/ngo

Assignment 3: Due 9pm Fri. 3/24 – 20pts
Identify three for-profit ventures that you consider to be models exemplifying corporate social responsibility. Discuss each venture, detailing:
- the product(s) or service(s) they provide
- the efforts they take to be a leader in social/environmental/economic responsibility in their field/industry
- how they measure their impact on their communities (positive/negative)
- also, tell us whether or not they publish an annual report detailing their social/environmental impact and if an outside agency is involved or if it is all based on self-reporting. If a report is available, please provide the link
Note: please be very wary of “green-washing” and “blue-washing” when choosing your 3 ventures, choose the best of the best, not just corps that are doing a little bit of “good” and hyping it in their marketing.

Assignment 4: Due 11am Tues. 3/28 – 20pts
1. Find two examples of non-profit social/environmental ventures that have for-profit subsidiaries. Discuss each venture and explain how they financially support their missions. (Please note that we do not mean major corporations who have charitable foundations... we mean nonprofit organizations who have profit earning initiatives, like GirlScouts selling cookies).
2. Find two examples of for-profit social/environmental ventures that have innovative models for “doing good.” Discuss each venture and explain how they financially support their missions. (Please do not choose TOM's Shoes, though you can choose other one-for-one models).
3. Find one example of a startup social/environmental venture who employs an unconventional method (i.e. not savings/creditcards, friends/family/fools, angel investors, bank loans, venture capital, grants) to get their venture off the ground. Discuss how the venture you selected gathered the financing needed to launch and how they now financially support their missions. (Ahem, examples are here: http://www.crowdrise.com/skollSEChallenge)

Assignment 5: Due 9pm Thurs. 3/30 - 20pts
Respond to the questions posted in class during our exercise on Microfinance.

Assignment 6: Due 11am Tues. 4/4 – 20pts
Team up with a partner (if you’d like) to create an in-depth report of a social entrepreneur & their venture (please select someone from the list of prominent social entrepreneurs that we will provide). We will have a fair sign up system so that no team is doing the same social entrepreneur. The point of this assignment is not to simply list out facts about a social entrepreneur. Instead, we challenge you to apply the lessons learned in the class to gain as deep an understanding as possible of the mission and goals of the SE selected.
First tell us a bit about the social entrepreneur who is leading the venture, discuss a bit about their biography and background.
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- What drove this person to become a social entrepreneur?
- What social, environmental, and/or economic issue does their work address?
- What is the mission of their venture?
- Who is/are their target market(s) and how do they reach them?
- How is their venture unique? How do they stand out from their competitors?
- What are their strengths & what are their challenges?
- Is the venture sustainable (financially? socially? environmentally?), explain.
- How has this person's efforts impacted society?

Note that you may need to research beyond the organization's website in order to fully answer these questions. We encourage you to get your hands dirty and try to personally contact an employee, spokesperson, or even the founder(s) themselves.

Assignment 7: Due 11am Tues. 4/11 – 20pts
Evaluate the mission statement of five social ventures. In at least two, provide an alternative statement that you think is better than what they are using. Make sure to include each mission statement, followed by your critique (and for the two that you chose to revise, add your revised version below the critique).

Assignment 8: Due 9pm Thurs. 4/13 - 20pts
This assignment will be given in class on 4/13 as part of the Live Case(s) we do with our guests.

Discussions will be posted in assigned groups in Canvas, consist of the following 8 distinct posts:

- 4 sets of Reading Questions from Social Entrepreneurship: What Everyone Needs to Know - 10pts each (the questions and submission forms are posted in Canvas)
- 4 Reflections on Posts on Unreasonable.is
  - Discussion #1 - Unreasonable.is Post #1 - due 9pm Fri. 3/3
  - Discussion #2 - RQ1 (Introduction) - due 11am Thurs. 3/16
  - Discussion #3 - RQ2 (Unit 1) - due 11am Thurs. 3/24
  - Discussion #4 - Unreasonable.is Post #2 - due 9pm Fri. 4/1
  - Discussion #5 - Unreasonable.is Post #3 - due 9pm Fri. 4/8
  - Discussion #6 - RQ3 (Unit 2) - due 11am Thurs. 4/13
  - Discussion #7 - RQ4 (Unit 3) - due 11am Thurs. 4/20
  - Discussion #8 - Unreasonable.is Post #4 - due 9pm Fri. 4/22

Experiential-Learning Consulting Project
More information about the Experiential Learning Consulting Project will be discussed in class. We will be working in teams (of 1-4 students).

Option A. Develop and undertake a consulting project for a social venture (local community org/agency). The details of your work will be dictated by the needs of the venture. Teams might help an organization to compose or revise a business plan, apply for a grant, develop a fundraising event, enhance a membership database, create a marketing campaign and materials, develop a new program, or some other special project. You are strongly encouraged to volunteer for 5-10 hours at the venture, if possible, so that you gain a clear understanding of the social issue they address and their population served.

Option B. Develop an idea for a new social venture and create a business plan. Contact Dr. Joos for an outline of the business plan requirements: Executive Summary, Company Overview, The Market Opportunity (the problem), Market & Marketing Strategy, Management Team (Operations & Management Structure), Financial Analysis, Social / Environmental quantitative impact analysis, Funding request (if applicable). Students who choose Option B should submit a Proposal, Presentation, and Report, but need not turn in an Ethics Form, Agency Evaluation, or Time Log. You are encouraged to volunteer for 5-10 hours at an existing organization that deals with an issue of interest to you or with a similar operating structure so as to better inform the social venture you're developing.

We encourage Option B teams to consider developing a business plan that can be entered in a national social venture plan competition, for example the NetImpact Sustainability Better Living Business Plan Challenge. Plans entered in the challenge must consist of a sustainable, profitable business plan for a new product or business process with a measurable positive environmental benefit. The environmental benefit must include at least one of the following: preserving clean air, water, and/or soil; reducing waste; improving energy efficiency or developing renewable energy ideas; or promoting healthy living for people and/or communities. The Plan must quantify its ability to provide such an environmental benefit. We also encourage you to enter CEI's Big Idea Gator Business Plan Competition.

Approval for projects must be obtained prior to beginning, via the proposal.

The list of options (for Option A) is posted in Canvas. In class on Thurs. 3/16 we will hear Pitches from our Venture Partners. You will be given a SurveyMonkey link to indicate your team preferences by 12pm on Fri. 3/17. Teams will be announced by Mon. 3/21 and Proposals are due in Canvas by 5pm on Thurs. 3/22.

If you choose option A, you must submit:
1. Proposal + Venture Partner Contract – Due Thurs. 3/23 at 5pm – 10 pts for the Proposal + 4 points for the Venture Partner Contract
2. Presentation – Due Tues. 4/18 (in class) - 25 points
3. Reports – Due Tues. 4/18 at 2pm - 40 points (upload to Canvas AND turn a printed copy in our classroom no later than 2pm)
4. VP Evaluation – Due Thurs. 4/20 by 12pm - up to 10 points
5. Lastly, teams can earn up to 5 points for properly following submission instructions

If you choose option B, you must submit:
1. Proposal – Due Thurs. 3/23 at 5pm – 14 pts
2. Presentation – Due 4/18 at 2pm (in class) - 25 points
3. Reports – Due 4/18 – 50 pts (upload to Canvas AND turn a printed copy in our classroom no later than 2pm)
4. Lastly, teams can earn up to 5 points for properly following submission instructions

Project proposals and Reports should be typed, single-spaced, left-justified, in 10-12 pt. Arial or Times New Roman font, with 1” margins all around. Pages must be numbered. Include the names & UFIDs of your team members, the date, and the course number in the top right corner, center the name of your venture partner on the next line.

Proposal for Option A:
Answer the following questions. This is not a formal paper; it is acceptable to provide the information in an outline or bullet pointed format instead of complete sentences. When in doubt, write more rather than less. Be prepared to share your proposal with the class, which we will do if time permits.
1. List the name of your Venture Partner, their website (if they have one), the name of the contact person(s) with whom you will be working most closely and their email and phone number (if they gave you a phone number at which to reach them).
2. Introduce your Venture Partner: What is their mission? What products or services do they provide and who are their customers/constituents?
3. Which social/environmental/economic issue does their venture aim to address and how do they intend to solve/reduce it? Discuss the impact that they've
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made so far (if possible, in both qualitative + quantitative terms) and both their short-term and long-term goals.
4. Describe in great detail the special project on which they've asked you to work and how it will help the Venture better achieve its mission (perhaps this
  includes your team suggesting new initiatives with an emphasis on creating innovative & sustainable impact).
5. You must also submit a Venture Contract, and will be available online. Note this document requires the input and assistance of your VP to complete as well
  as their signature.

Proposal for Option B (inspired by ISEP at INSEAD in November 2012):
1. What specific social/environmental problem/issue is your venture trying to address/solve? How? Why is the problem/issue important?
   -Focus on both the direct value created as well as the positive impacts that will occur for society/the environment.
   -Why does the problem/issue persist? The idea is to get to the root cause of the problem/issue to be able to develop an innovative, effective, impactful and sustainable solution.
   -Describe your proposed offering/solution in one sentence (or if you're up for the challenge, in a six word story-- or both).
2. What is the nature of your competitive advantage?
   -What is your most direct competitor? In other words, what are the best alternative solutions to the problem/issue your venture is trying to solve/address?
   -Why is your venture superior to the other solutions (or what is the nature of your social/environmental innovation)? It could be one of the following three (or perhaps something not listed below):
     a. providing a similar product or service at a lower cost
     b. achieving superior social/environmental impact because of what you do or how you do it
     c. being more effective at attracting critical resources and support
3. What are the discernible strategic assets that are the sources of your competitive advantage (why is your venture idea better than what currently exists)? A range of strategic assets can explain why your idea is better (and hopefully) can not easily be replicated.
   -Intangible assets (the core values of everything you do, how you manage people, your reputation + brand, your knowledge of the problem/issue, your prior experience, perhaps a proprietary process)
   -Tangible assets (perhaps equipment or location that you have control over, your employees, your current customers/clients/members)
   -Network assets (partners, funders, customer base, former customers/clients/members)
   -The specific combination of activities that you present in your business model
4. What key challenges is your venture currently facing? What can you do to address them while reinforcing your strategic assets so that you make your venture increasingly better-- more innovative, effective, impactful, and sustainable?

Reports (Option A)
-List the names & Gatorlink email addresses of each of your Team Members in the top left corner of the first page.
-Next, list the name of your Venture Partner's Business (and their website, if they have one), centered & bolded.
-Begin by introducing your Venture Partner: What is their mission? What products or services do they provide and who who are their customers/constituents? Which social/environmental/economic issue does their venture aim to address and how do they intend to solve/reduce it? Discuss the impact that they've made so far if possible, in both qualitative + quantitative terms) and both their short-term and long-term goals. (note that this section can be borrowed from your Proposal, though it should be updated & embellished with the information you learned as you continued your work with your VP).
-Evaluate the current status of your Venture Partner, including their mission statement (vision, a coherent purpose, core values, theory of change) and their current business model (operating structure, competitive advantages, financial summary).
-Describe in great detail the special project on which you worked and how it will help the Venture better achieve its mission (also, suggest new initiatives with an emphasis on innovation & sustainability).
-Create a "pitch" (lasting 30 seconds to 2 minutes, or definitely no more than 4 minutes) about your VP and the project on which you were asked to work. Pretend that your audience consists of prospective investors, partners, and stakeholders (or whatever market your consulting project is targeting), and convince us to support your venture. In the written report you'll include the script, and in your presentation, you will show the video you create.
-Include any materials your team created as appendixes (for example: business plans, marketing plans, website analyses, social media strategies, feasibility studies, pans for new projects, etc.)
-Paste in the link(s) to any materials you will use during your Proposal as well as a link to your video (posted on YouTube, Vimeo, Google Drive, or Dropbox) be sure that the privacy settings are compliant with what your VP would like, as they may not want your video to be public, and thus you may need to edit the privacy settings to be sure that you and I are the only people who can view the video. Please share it with me at drkristinjoos@gmail.com, if the site asks for a list of approved viewers. Remember that we do not expect a professionally edited recording, we know you're business students, not film-makers.
-Remember that before you submit your Report and Present in class, it is critical that you present/share your findings/work/final product to/with your VP. Please do not just email them a file and be done with it. You should meet with them and review a draft of your work, and then incorporate their feedback in your final draft that you submit for grading.
-Be sure to cite any sources that you use in the preparation of this report, including any information from your appendices. Please use 10-12 point helvetica or arial font, single-spaced with 1" margins. When complete, please PDF your Final Report and upload it to Canvas. One per team, please.

Reports (Option B)
Please contact me to discuss the best format for your Report, as it will vary depending on the structure, scope, and scale of your venture.
Some good general resources are here:
http://warrington.ufl.edu/centers/cei/businessPlan/
http://sehub.stanford.edu/pro-1/
http://theinnographer.com/toolkit/innovationdesignforsociety/
http://businessmodelgeneration.com

Presentations (for both Option A + Option B):
-You will have approx. 10 minutes to present in class on 4/18 + 12/9
-Approx. half of the class will present on M. 4/18 and we will continue on W. 12/9 (we will sign up for Presentation times the week prior)
-think of this as more than just "powerpoint live"... creativity and innovation are encouraged the same as the goal of the presentation-- which will vary depending on what your team is doing with/for your venture partner
-presentations will be evaluated based on the following criteria:
  Performance related:
  ___ presentation is engaging, interesting, and holds your attention
  ___ professional appearance & conduct
  ___ team is charismatic & enthusiastic
  ___ easy to follow & organized
  ___ effective use of technology
  Content related:
  ___ ideas/plans are well-developed
  ___ feasibility: team’s ideas/plans can realistically be implemented and are well-tailored to the context of the Gainesville-community
creative & innovative, wow factor of the ideas/plans proposed
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___ sustainability & long term effectiveness of the ideas/plans proposed  
___ team met all criteria of final project requirements for their specific project, requested by their VP

**Venture Partner Evaluation**

The venture that you work with will complete a "Venture Partner Evaluation form" detailing the contribution that your team has made to their mission. It is your responsibility to remind them to submit it by the deadline, though its best that they submit it directly to Dr. Joos or our TA so that their feedback remains confidential. The form, to be completed ONLY by the Venture Partners, is here: [https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ENT6506_VPevals](https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ENT6506_VPevals)

Note: Presentations & Reports typically will be graded as team efforts. If there are discrepancies in effort, team members need to notify Dr. Joos so that can be taken in to consideration when grading.

**Competencies of Changemakers Exercise**

9 points possible - 3 options are posted in Canvas, due Thurs. 4/20 at 11a in Canvas. It is highly recommended that students not wait until the near the end of the term to begin the exercises, as they are best started closer to the beginning of the term and completed over time. More information is [here](#).

**Extra Credit Reading Questions** from How to Change the World - 2.5pts possible, each (the questions and corresponding chapters in the HTCTW book are posted in Canvas; note that late EC RQs will not be accepted), these are optional, you are encouraged but not required to complete them, though if you do, you can earn extra credit points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EC RQ1</th>
<th>due 11am Tues. 3/14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC RQ2</td>
<td>due 11am Tues. 3/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC RQ3</td>
<td>due 11am Tues. 4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC RQ4</td>
<td>due 11am Tues. 4/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Schedule of Topics**

The Syllabus, especially the sections including the Course Schedule & Reading Assignments will be updated as we go along. The online version of this document always supercedes any printed version. Be sure to hold down "shift" and click refresh/reload on your browser to insure you're not viewing an older version, cached by your browser.

Please complete the readings before coming to class on the day they're assigned. Group presentations & Guest Speakers deserve the same level or preparation and participation as does any other class.

**Spontaneity Clause:** Due to the number of guest speakers (all of whom are busy with their own social ventures & whose time is precious), the schedule will be revised as necessary. Advance notice will be given when possible, most likely by email or as announcements posted in Canvas.
| | Thurs. | How do Social Entrepreneurs achieve their goals? B-Corporations & the Integrated Bottom Line | | |
| Week 4: 3/28, 3/30 | Tues. | How do Social Entrepreneurs achieve their goals? For Profits with Social Missions Panel of local Social Entrepreneurs with For Profit Ventures | Tues. | Elkington & Hartigan: Ch. 3 (p. 85 - 116), Ch. 4 (p. 117 - 136), Ch. 5 (p. 137 - 156) Online: - Good Magazine: The Good 100 |
| | Thurs. | How do Social Entrepreneurs achieve their goals? Microfinance | Thurs. Microfinance Canvas: - Shiva, Two Myths that Make the World Poor - Shiva, How to End Poverty (optional: HTCTW: Ch. 13; 12, 14, 16) |
| | Thurs. | How do Social Entrepreneurs communicate what they do and why it's important? Guest expert, Professor Ann Christiano, Frank Karel Endowed Chair in Public Interest Communication in the College of Journalism Canvas: - Nicholls, Ch. 10 - Guclu, Dees, and Anderson, The Process of Social Entrepreneurship - Rangan, Lofty Missions - Business Week, Strategies: Mission Possible (optional: HTCTW: Ch. 6, 7, 8, 16) |
| | Thurs. | Live Case | | |
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Week 7: 4/18, 4/20

Project Presentations
Experiential Learning Consulting Projects & Presentations Due
Competencies of Changemakers Exercises Due

Week 8: 4/25

Project Presentations will continue, if more time is needed

Important Notes:
- Information on this syllabus is tentative & subject to change. Adjustments & revisions will be announced in class.
- Please keep your laptops and cell phones silenced and stored in your bags while in class, I will let you know if we need to use them for an activity.
- If you have questions, please ASK-- either during class, in my office, or email me (kristin.joos@warrington.ufl.edu)
- If you have any special needs or considerations, please let us know as soon as possible so we may make the necessary accommodations. Please be sure to register with the Disability Resource Office (http://www.dso.ufl.edu/drc/) who will provide documentation to students in requesting accommodation.
- Requirements for class attendance and make-up exams, assignments, and other work in this course are consistent with university policies that can be found in the online catalog at: https://catalog.ufl.edu/ugrad/current/regulations/info/attendance.aspx.
- By enrolling in this course, you are indicating your consent to the following Honor Code:
  We, the members of the University of Florida community, pledge to hold ourselves and our peers to the highest standards of honesty and integrity. On all work submitted for credit by students at the University of Florida, the following pledge is either required or implied: "On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid in doing this assignment." (from the Student Guide: http://www.dso.ufl.edu/scr/process/student-conduct-honor-code)

Students who violate the Academic Honesty Guidelines will be penalized according to the procedures outlined in the guide above, which include failing the course. Students are obligated to report any condition that facilitates academic misconduct to appropriate personnel. If you have any questions as to the integrity of your conduct or the conduct of other students, please review the information in the link above and contact me. "I didn't know," is not an excuse.
- Students are expected to provide feedback on the quality of instruction in this course based on 10 criteria. These evaluations are conducted online at https://evaluations.ufl.edu. Evaluations are typically open during the last two or three weeks of the semester, but students will be given specific times when they are open. Summary results of these assessments are available to students at https://evaluations.ufl.edu/results.
- Student Support Services: If you are experiencing an extenuating circumstance (personal/family emergency, health concern, or other serious problem) I strongly recommend you contact the Dean of Students Student Support Office (http://www.umatter.ufl.edu), it is their mission to be of help to you. Also, UF Counseling & Wellness Services (http://www.counseling.ufl.edu/cwc/default.aspx) can be reached at 352-392-1575 and UPD (http://www.police.ufl.edu) can be reached at 352-392-1111.
- For any technical issues you encounter with Canvas please contact the UF computing Help Desk at 352-392-4357. For Help Desk hours visit: http://helpdesk.ufl.edu/
- If you are experiencing an extenuating circumstance (personal/family emergency, health concern, or other serious problem) I strongly recommend you contact the Dean of Students Student Support Office they are there to help you.

If you have read this far, there is one more thing that you might find helpful to know... During the Fall 2012 semester I was honored to receive a scholarship to attend the International Social Entrepreneurship Programme at INSEAD Business School. One of the professors there was Hal Gregersen, author of The Innovator's DNA. He is working on a new book entitled The Social Innovator’s DNA. At the very end of his lecture, in closing, he shared with us a finding from his newest research on social entrepreneurs— explaining that its one of the few dimensions where entrepreneurs & social entrepreneurs tend to differ. Dr. Gregersen said, "The achilles heel of the social entrepreneur is that they... care too much." I felt as though he'd spoken directly to my own heart. I've been told countless times over the past two decades, "Kristin, your problem is that you care too much." I share this with you as perhaps knowing this, helps you to better understand where I'm coming from and why I teach the way I do-- trying to fit too much information into too little time, attending to both the big picture and the myriad of tiny details, and having high expectations. I really do care. A lot. Perhaps, at times, too much.

© Please do not use course materials without permission.